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Introduction

The evolution of the Assam & Arakan Basin which
is a typical poly history basin having more than one phase
of sedimentation and tectonics is influenced by the move-
ments of Indian plate in relation to Eurasian and Burmese
plates. Cachar area, covering an area of about 6990 sq.kms
forms a part of N-S trending compressional thrust and fold
belt of Assam-Arakan Geosynclinal Basin.

The operational area (Fig. 1) falls under frontal belt
of Tripura - Cachar fold system of Surma valley. The study
area is criss crossed by Barak and Sonai rivers. These riv-
ers, coupled with densely populated regions make it logisti-
cally a very difficult area to survey, which has resulted in
huge data gaps from earlier campaigns. A number of 2D
campaigns had been carried out earlier in this area. On the
basis of these campaigns, Banaskandi structure has been
mapped as a doubly plunging anticline flanked by Silchar
and Laba syncline in the west and east respectively. The
structure lies in the axial trend of N-S trending Rengte anti-
cline in the southwest and the Pathimara anticline in the
north respectively.
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Summary

Banaskandi, the area under survey, falls in Cachar, which is a part of Assam-Arakan fold belt and geographically
situated in the northeastern part of India. The area under study is logistically a difficult area with the Barak and Sonai rivers
criss crossing many parts of the area. 3 wells of the total 9 wells drilled in this area have proved hydrocarbon and are commercial
hydrocarbon producers from Upper Bhuban formation consisting of discrete lenticular sand bodies. Earlier campaigns and
studies have not been able to clearly decipher whether the concealed high of Banaskandi structure persists to the lower Bhuban
and Rengte formation levels. This 3d survey intends to delineate the geometry of the pay sands and image the sub-thrust
disposition with the help of advanced state of art seismic instruments (408 UL) and innovative methods such as laser technology,
snaking and detouring and effective recovery methods. The innovative methods have largely helped in avoiding multiple
crossing of Barak river and at the same time acquiring the planned fold and good quality data with recovery methods where the
difficult logistics prevented shots being taken along the line, effectively bridging the data gaps encountered in earlier 2D data
acquisition. The seismic data obtained was analysed for frequency studies at regular intervals and the distribution of the
frequency zones obtained has been adequately corroborated with the recent satellite image of the area. The initial results from
trail processing suggest that the data quality has improved.

The hydrocarbon potential of the Surma valley is
well established since 1915 when Burma Oil Company
established Badarpur field and produced oil in commercial
quantity which is in the north of the present area of operation.
In the adjoining areas as well as in Bangladesh, there have
been many oil/gas discoveries, which suggest favorable
environment of generation and accumulation of hydrocarbon
in the area. Of the 9 wells A1 – A9 drilled in and around the
area of operation, 3 wells, A1, A2 and A5 are commercial
gas producers from clastic reservoirs in the upper Bhuban
formation (Fig. 2). There are two distinct gas pay sands,
with average thickness of 8m – 16m. These sands are thin
and lenticular in nature with shallow marine origin. Since
the structure is thrust and fault propagated fold, the
subsurface disposition was not clear from the available data.
So a 3D campaign was planned to delineate the geometry
of these pay sands and imaging sub-thrust disposition

To arrive at the best acquisition parameters,
intensive pre-survey studies were carried out with the
available 2D data of earlier campaigns and existing seismo
geological models from 2D data. Fold test was carried out
for determining the optimum fold. Frequency analysis was
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carried out for near, middle and far trace in the zone of interest
to assess the frequency response of the subsurface in the
area of study. Ray trace modeling was done on the 2D seismo
geological model for optimizing the spatial sample interval.

Since optimization of 3D seismic survey parameter
is of utmost importance to achieve geological / geophysical
objective at the optimal cost, analysis of different geometries
was done using Geoland software.

This paper basically brings out the methodology
applied for overcoming difficult logistics using advanced
techniques for obtaining the best quality data as per the
parameters decided in the pre survey studies

Geographic location / Topography

The study area is in general flat except western

Fig. 1:  Index map (Left) and zoomed logistics map (Right) of the area of operation

Fig 2: Drilled wells in and around area of survey

portion where there are number of hillocks and tea gardens.
It is adjacent to Silchar town and falls in the Cachar district
of Assam. Elevation varies from 15 - 50 meters. Barak and
Sonai rivers and their tributaries criss cross the area of
operation. The area is logistically difficult due to presence
of the rivers & their tributaries, tillas and hillocks, tea
gardens, intensive paddy cultivation, low lying areas.

Modelling studies & designing of proper geometry

Seismic data acquisition parameters are to be
designed properly to acquire optimal quality data to meet
the given geological/geophysical objective. Operational area
being complex, proper spread configuration is necessary to
capture reflected signals from various reflectors, for
obtaining good subsurface image. All the earlier available
seismic data in the area pertaining to seismic campaigns
were scanned to assess field data quality, existing of poor
data zones if any, problems encountered and probable
reasons for poor data quality.

Fold test on a dip line passing through the area of
operation was carried out. 12, 24, 36 & 48 fold data was
generated using different shot receiver combination. 36 fold
and 48 fold were comparable and showed good S/N ratio
so 36 fold was selected.  Frequency analysis was carried
out for near, middle & far trace in the zone of interest to
properly assess the frequency response of the subsurface in
the area of operation. Dominant frequency is in the range
of 10 - 16 hz and bandwidth from 6 - 26 hz at -18 dB level.

While designing the 3D survey parameters the
objectives assigned for the survey were fully analyzed in
the backdrop of available geophysical, geological and well
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data and all other relevant information. Survey design based
on seismo-geological objectives, target, available inputs,
logistics and techno economics was corroborated with
experimental works carried out in the field.

The acquisition parameters such as spread length,
shooting geometry, group interval etc., were determined by
detailed study using Geoland software. The 2D geological
model was constructed using the available 2D seismic data
and well data. Ray trace modeling was done for normal
incidence with group interval 25m, 30m, 40m and 50m.
Group Interval 40 m was selected

Optimizing acquisition parameters

Advance GPS survey was carried out to fix
reference points in the operational area. Uphole experiments
at regular close grid were carried out to study the near
surface geology and velocity variations, weathering and sub
weathering velocity and the depth of weathered layer.
Experimental shots were taken at different spots for
optimization of charge size and depth of shot holes. Noise
analysis was done for deciding the optimum array, fixing
the filter values.

Advanced Techniques to overcome logistics

As mentioned earlier the major logistics problem
was due to the Barak and Sonai rivers coupled with densely
populated areas, which normally would have led to multiple
river crossing resulting in delay of laying cables and
increased damage to ground electronics and data gaps. Due
to the induction of the latest state of art technology in
seismic data acquisition i.e. UL 408, the handling of these
tough logistics became easier and effective use of ground
electronics in quick time was achieved. UL 408 allows
electronics and data gaps. Due to the induction of the latest
state of art technology in seismic data acquisition i.e. UL
408, the handling of these tough logistics became easier
and effective use of ground electronics in quick time was
achieved. UL 408 allows the seismic lines linked in random
manner by detour/snaking techniques, to be placed in
proper  position immediately after taking shots. This feature
was profitably employed in the field. Brief description of a
few features of the technique is given below.
1. The Detour techniques can be used in different

ways namely using:
a. FDU cables
b. Transverse cables
c. Laser links

There are two types of detour techniques namely
Simple detour and Detour with skips.

Simple detour is used to overcome simple logistics
like road crossings, buildings and small canals by utilizing
extra FDU cables.

Detour with skips is used to overcome big obstacles
like river, continuous stretches of buildings or hills. In this
technique 3 options are available

a. Laser link used for linking two portions without
cables (Fig 3 & Fig 4)
b. Using less number of FDU than the number of
Pickets
c. Using transverse cables

2. Snaking: This is advanced and multiple detouring
techniques to link multiple lines which are terminated by
rivers. (Fig 5 & Fig 6) The line can be placed in original
position with the help of UL 408.

Fig.3: Theoretical example of detour using Laser link

Fig 4. Field example of combination of Detour, snaking, Laser
Link and use of Laux for data receiving & transmitting.
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Extensive Detouring/snaking and Laser link
techniques were employed to effectively reduce crossing of
rivers and to overcome problem of buildings, hillocks  etc.

populated villages/towns and meandering Barak river forced
skipping of shot points or lead to dead channels as in case
of river crossing. As a result the effective fold of data
dropped to 20 - 25 from 36 - 40 fold. However with constant
monitoring of fold on day to day basis with the use of
Geoland, recovery methods were employed to effectively
fill data gaps and increase the fold from 20 - 25 to 35 - 40
fold. Fig. 8 explains the improvement in fold due to the
recovery methods. The green line shows the position of the
2D line shown in figure 7.

Fig. 5: Field example of combination of Detour,/Snaking and use of
laux for data receiving and transmitting.

Fig. 6: Theoetical example of Snaking

Quality measures

Data quality improvement could be achieved with
the help of UL 408 in the following manner.

a. Immediate digital conversion of data on the picket
itself due to FDUs

b. By avoiding the offset of pickets
c. Online QC using SQCPRO

Recorded data can be immediately displayed using
SQCPRO

Comprehensive fold recovery plan was carried out
to avoid data gaps, which was seen in earlier 2D campaigns
(Fig 7). The operational area passing through densely

Fig. 7: 2D strike line  showing the gap due to the river

The field-processing unit was extensively used to
generate frequency/amplitude spectrums. The exercise was
carried out in each spectrum for 3 selections namely near
traces, middle traces and far traces on selected raw records.
A total of 200-frequency spectrums were generated
uniformly with average of four traces and analyzed at regular
intervals of approximately 0.5 X 1 Km in the entire
operational area. Fig. 9 shows a couple of the 200 spectrums
recorded in the field. Frequency distribution maps for
near(Fig. 10a), middle (Fig. 10b)  and far traces(Fig. 10c)
were prepared and studied for variation of frequency over
the operational area.

Retention of high frequency was observed in the
parts of the area of survey which were unaffected by
meandering rivers. In the northern part of the area close to
Barak river, shown in the figures 10a, 10b, 10c and 11, as red
line, data with more low frequency contents were observed
mainly due to sandy stretches on either side of the rivers
and hole collapse problems encountered during operation.
The observed low frequency distribution in the northern
part of the operational area compares fairly with the recent
satellite imagery map of the area (Fig  11)
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Fig 9:  Frequency spectrums generated in field for near, middle and
far traces

Fig 8: From left:  a. Fold map before recovery and b. Fold map after recovery

Fig 10a :  Frequency distribution map of far traces

Fig 10b : Frequency distribution map of  middle  traces

Conclusions

The well planned utilization of the state of art
technology UL 408 involving extensive detouring/snaking
techniques, effective recovery methods and elaborate
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frequency spectrum analysis led to acquisition of better
quality seismic data under tough logistic conditions and
effectively bridged the data gaps encountered in earlier
investigations.
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Fig. 1: Green dots indicate the locations where frequency spectrum was generated and analyzed. Comparison of
observed  low frequency zones with satellite image.

Fig. 10c : Frequency distribution map of near traces


